
 EnErgy SyStEmS of BuildingS 

This department deals with new concepts of decen-
tralized energy sources (renewable, fuel) for energy 
efficient interactive buildings.

It develops optimized RES elements for integration 
into the building envelope of buildings and elements 
of technical systems of buildings for achieving low 
need of primary fuels.

It studies innovative, multi-function and energy ele-
ments for supplying heat, cold and electricity, such as 
hybrid solar collectors, advanced heat pumps, and 
also the possibilities of effective accumulation of 
heat and cold.

It proposes concepts of complex technical systems 
for effective integration of energy sources into buil-
dings and superior networks using intelligent control.
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laBoratory  
of HEat PumPS 

The laboratory is equipped with a dou ble box for allow testing 
heat pumps with heat capacity ranging from 3 to 50 kW. It allows 
testing of ground-water, water-water and air-water heat pumps  
as well as testing of specific devices with a refrigerant cycle.  
Climacheck analyser is available for inspection of cooling devices 
in real operation. 

   Multi-purpose climate chamber (test box) with two separated 
rooms 

   Two separate measuring loops for testing ground, water and air 
source heat pumps with the heat capacity from 3 to 15 kW and 
from 13 to 50 kW 

   Portable analyzer of heat pumps and cooling devices for functi-
on and performance diagnostics during operation

Solar laBoratory SolaB2

Development, analysis and testing solar energy components. The solar laboratory SOLAB2 is equipped with indoor test stand for solar 
collectors with artificial sunlight simulator and outdoor test stand with natural sunlight.

  Solar simulator with artificial sunlight with indoor test stand
  Test stand for determining the optical characteristics of transparent materials
  Portable ultrasonic flow & heat meter for pipes DN 10 to DN 2000 for in-site measurements
  Mertel EurotestPV device for complete testing and diagnostics of photovoltaic panels and entire installations
  Mass flow meters for measuring different kinds of fluids

laBoratory of organic rankinE cyclES 
and tHEir aPPlicationS

The laboratory focuses primarily on the development and  
testing of prototypes of devices based on the organic Ranki-
ne cycle (ORC) principle and their components as well as on the  
optimization leading to production of competitive solutions on  
the market. Two directions are followed: use – recycling of waste 
heat in industry, and combined production of electricity and heat 
with low output.

   Simulator of waste heat
   Analyzer of combustion products Testo
   Device for testing the ORC components
   Microturbine Capstone C30

laBoratoriES and inStrumEntationS

rEfErEncES

   On-site diagnostics of the heat pump in Dubenec school (verification of dec-
lared heat capacity after cycle modification).

   Experimental validation of the mathematical model for a multi-exchanger 
ground source heat pump (REGULUS, within the FP7 project MacSheep).

   Optimization of the air-water heat pump prototype and testing (SCHLIEGER).

   Experimental validation of the mathematical model for a heat pump with 
variable speed compressor (research project of Technology Agency of Czech 
Republic). 

   Certification of the REGULUS KPG1 collector in order to acquire the Solar  
Keymark mark (in cooperation with ITC Zlín, a. s.)

   Test of cohesiveness during an exposition to sunlight for FENESTRA WEIDEN 
facade components.

   Measurement of angle dependent transmittance of AGC Raywall45 and  
Raywall90 optical rasters and their integration into triple glazing.
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